Get Ready

To Play!
A fabulous range of repertoire
from film themes to folk music,
classical hits and original pieces, for
solo playing and varied ensembles.

Piano

BA 8758
This anthology presents “the best of” the well-known Bärenreiter series “Easy Piano Pieces
and Dances”. It consists entirely of original works by Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,
Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schumann, Chopin, Liszt, Brahms, Grieg, Debussy and Satie.
Clear engraving and reliable fingering makes the volume easy to use in piano lessons or at
home for fun!

Music for Piano 2014 / 2015
SPA 233
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The catalogue Music for Piano includes Bärenreiter’s complete Urtext programme as well as
all educational titles and collections for solo and piano duet. Also chamber music with piano
is listed. The catalogue contains cover illustrations, many musical examples, authors of piano
reductions, descriptive texts for numerous editions, as well as excerpts from reviews.  You will
find a pdf of this catalogue on the Bärenreiter website under “Service”.
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Discover baerenreiter.com

Easy Classics for Piano:
36 Originals from Bach to Satie

Piano

Please see Bärenreiter’s website
www.baerenreiter.com for more
information on the individual editions,
cover illustrations, sample pages,
complete contents, and descriptive texts.
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Bärenreiter Piano Album Baroque
BA 8759
• Representative overview of the major styles in Baroque clavier music
• 44 easy-to-play pieces
• Colour illustrations of historical keyboard instruments
• Musical text includes suggestions for ornaments

Easy Piano Pieces and Dances

• Reliable fingering

Bärenreiter Piano Album Vienna Classic

Edited by Michael Töpel
The series Easy Piano Pieces and Dances offers first repertoire books for
young players. It includes easier pieces by many of the most famous
composers of piano music. All works appear in their original form and
are not arranged or simplified in any way. Each volume includes tried
and tested fingering and no awkward page turns.
Bach, Johann Sebastian
(1685-1750)
BA 6572

Liszt, Franz
(1811-1886)
BA 6577

Beethoven, Ludwig van
(1770-1827)
BA 6560

Mendelssohn Bartholdy, Felix
(1809-1847)
BA 6568

Brahms, Johannes
(1833-1897)
BA 6566

Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus
(1756-1791)
BA 5327

Chopin, Frédéric
(1810-1849)
BA 6565

Ravel, Maurice
(1875-1937)
BA 6580

Debussy, Claude
(1862-1918)
BA 6573

Satie, Erik
(1866-1925)
BA 6574

Grieg, Edvard
(1843-1907)
BA 6575

Schubert, Franz
(1797-1828)
BA 5639

Handel, George Frideric
(1685-1759)
BA 6578

Schumann, Robert
(1810-1856)
BA 6567

Haydn, Joseph
(1732-1809)
BA 4631

Tchaikovsky, Peter
(1840-1893)
BA 6576

BA 8756
Easy to moderately difficult pieces by masters of the “Viennese School” form the main focus of
this album. Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven feature of course, but also Thomas Attwood, Johann
Nepomuk Hummel, Anton Diabelli, Anton Benda, Daniel G. Türk and James Hook.
• Rich selection of easy to moderately difficult original piano pieces by great classical composers
• Sensible fingering suggestions
• Readily affordable volume for piano lessons
• Colour photos of historical instruments

Bärenreiter Romantic Piano Album
BA 6538
A representative cross section of romantic piano music by renowned composers of the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The pieces are well suited to lending variety to
piano lessons.

Bärenreiter Sonatina Album
BA 6545 Volume 1
BA 6549 Volume 2
30 titles in two volumes provide useful not too difficult repertoire. Ideal for teaching.

Bärenreiter Piano Album Early 20th Century
BA 6555
37 easy to moderately-difficult compositions from the late romantic and early 20th century.  
Foreword and insert with explanations and suggestions for performance (German/English/
French).
• Excellent introduction to the important styles of the 20th century
• Great value for money, making available so many lesser known pieces
• Comprehensive and appealing introduction to the music of the twentieth century for pianists
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• Undemanding technical range
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Piano

Bärenreiter Piano Duet Album
BA 6559

Please see Bärenreiter’s website
www.baerenreiter.com for more
information on the individual editions,
cover illustrations, sample pages,
complete contents, and descriptive texts.

STRINGS

• 22 pieces of medium difficulty from Bach to Joplin
• Ideally suited to both individual and group tuition
• Mainly short pieces which will bring variety to piano lessons
• Includes text booklet describing the works and offering performance tips

Music for Strings 2013 / 2014

At the Zoo

SPA 234

Antoni Cofalik and Romuald Twardowski
BA 8125
Each of these charming pieces poses a special technical task that young players can master
playfully, almost effortlessly. Dry études become a thing of the past. Even the colourful
illustrations reflect the character of the music.
• Easy piano pieces
• Teaches technical skills in a spirit of fun
• Imaginative melodies
• Colourful illustrations

Baila Negra
13 Latin-American Piano Pieces
Jean Kleeb
BA 10604
These 13 pieces, using 2/4, 3/4 or 4/4 time signatures, are entertaining, rhythmically lively and,
above all, easy to learn. The pieces, originating in Brazil, Columbia, Peru and Argentina, are all
either based on traditional music or are popular works written more recently.

The catalogue Music for Strings includes Bärenreiter’s complete Urtext programme as well as all
educational titles and collections for string instruments.  There is an extensive list of Bärenreiter
chamber music editions as well as a list of study scores, books and facsimiles relating to string
music. The catalogue contains cover illustrations, many musical examples, authors of piano
reductions, descriptive texts for numerous editions, as well as excerpts from reviews.  You will
find a pdf of this catalogue on the Bärenreiter website under “Service”.

Early Start Tutors
The Sassmannshaus Tradition
For more than three decades The Sassmannshaus Tradition has been
the household name for excellence in beginner string methods in Germanspeaking countries. More than half a million students have successfully
learned to play string instruments using this publication.
The publication of the four violin books in 2008 in a fully adapted English
version has been a big success. On the back of this success story Bärenreiter
also published the four books for cello and viola in newly adapted versions
for today‘s English speaking children. In 2012 three books for double bass
were added to the series.

What makes this string method
so unique?
Large print notes and texts
as well as many colourful
illustrations are ideal for
pre-school as well as school
children.
Note reading is emphasised
from the first lesson,
encouraging ensemble
playing from the very
beginning.
Songs and scales in different
positions are easily mastered
within the first year of playing
to ensure that children are
not confined to first position
playing.

Classic Goes Jazz
Jean Kleeb
BA 8760 with CD

Advanced string techniques
such as varied bow strokes
and shifting are introduced in
a basic form.

• Classical melodies in a jazz interpretation
• Pieces of medium technical difficulty
• Fun and variety guaranteed
• With a CD containing performances of the works

Mozart goes Jazz
Jean Kleeb
BA 8761
Mozart’s magnificent music as seen through the eyes of a brilliant jazz pianist and arranger.
This collection of easy jazz variations offers something special for everyone, whether lovers of
classical music or jazz aficionados, whether beginners or advanced players.  Delightful and easyto-play jazz variants of standard Mozart works such as the “Rondo alla turca” or the second
movement of the A major Piano Concerto (K. 488).  They offer glimpses into the art of piano
improvisation and suggestions for the player’s own performance.
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Early Start on the Violin
BA 9676 Violin Book 1 64 pages
BA 9677 Violin Book 2 64 pages
BA 9678 Violin Book 3 72 pages
BA 9679 Violin Book 4 72 pages

Early Start on the Cello
BA 8996 Cello Book 1 64 pages
BA 8997 Cello Book 2 64 pages
BA 8998 Cello Book 3 72 pages
BA 8999 Cello Book 4 72 pages

Early Start on the Viola
BA 9686 Viola Book 1 64 pages
BA 9687 Viola Book 2 64 pages
BA 9688 Viola Book 3 72 pages
BA 9689 Viola Book 4 72 pages

Early Start on the Double Bass
BA 9661 Double Bass Book 1 72 pages
BA 9662 Double Bass Book 2 72 pages
BA 9663 Double Bass Book 3 64 pages

Video clips and more information
on The Sassmannshaus Tradition
available at:
www.violinmasterclass.com
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STRINGS

STRINGS

Bärenreiter’s Concert Pieces

Friedrich Seitz
Student Concerto
in G min op. 12
for violin and piano
BA 8985

Bärenreiter’s Concert Pieces is a new series of the most popular concertos and
concert pieces for young violinists, violists, and cellists

The new series with popular pieces in easy but
effective arrangements

The works are edited by Kurt Sassmannshaus, the internationally-renowned violin teacher
and co-author of the Sassmannshaus string method. His forewords introduce these little
gems and include their technical requirements. The volumes form an ideal continuation of the
Sassmannshaus string method and can partially be used in parallel from volume three onwards.
Of course, they can supplement any other string method as well. The series will be continued
and will gradually introduce more demanding repertoire to bridge the gap from methods to
standard concert literature.

Do you want to make music without first having to read complicated
notes and practice difficult passages?

Each edition consists of a string part and an enclosed piano accompaniment. The works
are edited and marked with fingering and bowing by Kurt Sassmannhaus (violin/viola) and
Christoph Sassmannshaus (cello).
Violin and Piano

Seitz, Friedrich
Student Concerto in D maj op. 22
BA 8979

Accolay, Jean Baptiste
Concertino No. 1 in A min
BA 8976

Student Concerto in G maj op. 13
BA 8972

Fiocco, Joseph-Hector
Allegro in G maj
BA 8977

Vivaldi, Antonio
Concerto in A min op. 3/6
BA 8974

Monti, Vittorio
Czardas
BA 8975
Friedrich Seitz
Student Concerto
in D maj op. 22
arranged for viola
BA 8986

Concerto in G maj op. 3/3
BA 8980

Rieding, Oskar
Marcia op. 44,
Rondo op. 22/3
BA 8982

Viola and Piano
Rieding, Oskar
Concerto in B min op. 35
arranged for viola
BA 8983

Concerto in B min op. 35
BA 8971
Concerto in Hungarian Style op. 21
BA 8973

Cello and Piano
Rieding, Oskar
Concerto in B min op. 35
arranged for cello
BA 8984

Then Ready to Play is what you need! The pieces are easy to sight-read
and still sound effective.
The editions in this series offer a varied instrumentation ranging from
solo playing to collections of chamber music. Piano parts are always
written in such a way that even players with little experience can still
enjoy music making.
The series will be continued.
Beautiful Adagios
10 Pieces for two Violins
BA 10615

Popular Movie Hits
for Violin and Piano
BA 10605

Tango Classics
for Violin and Piano
BA 10614

Christmas Hits
for two Cellos
BA 10612

The Roots of Jazz
for Violin and
Violoncello
BA 10606

Violin Classics
for two Violins
BA 10607

Classic Hits
for two Cellos
BA 10611

VIOLIN
At the Circus
Violin & Piano
Antoni Cofalik and Józef H Rychlik
BA 8126
As if by magic, young violinists quickly grasp the mood of these pieces, apply spiccato, glissando,
and harmonics, learn how to use dynamic shading sensibly, and experience the difference
between maestoso and grave.
• Easy violin pieces with piano
• Teaches technical skills in a spirit of fun
• Imaginative melodies
• Appealing illustrations

Friedrich Seitz
Student Concerto
in D maj op. 22
arranged for cello
BA 8987

At the Zoo
Violin & Piano
Antoni Cofalik and Romuald Twardowski
BA 8139
The well-known Polish violin teacher Antoni Cofalik takes his young pupils on an exciting walk
through the zoo, depicting fifteen animals in simple but distinctive and highly unusual character
pieces.  When the teacher plays the enclosed piano accompaniment, the result is a wide range
of sounds that guarantee fun in lessons and applause during performances!
in G maj op. 3/3 ·
From: Vivaldi, Concerto
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BA 8980

• Character pieces for young violinists
• Fun while learning to play the violin
• Separate piano part
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STRING ENSEMBLE

At the Zoo

Each edition, arranged by George A Speckert, includes a score and
5 parts (Violin I,II, Viola (or Violin III), Cello)

Cello & Piano
Antoni Cofalik and Romuald Twardowski

Cowboy Songs for Strings

BA 8124

BA 8136

Young cellists (and their teachers and parents) will have fun taking this musical promenade
through the zoo.  Animals from A to Z help young learners to master cello techniques and skills
in a spirit of fun.

Cowboy Songs are old but ever popular tunes from the pioneering days of the Wild West.

• Easy cello pieces with piano accompaniment
• Teaches technical skills in a spirit of fun
• Imaginative melodies

This edition presents these songs in simple arrangements for string quartet or string orchestra
and form an ideal introduction to ensemble playing. An alternative third violin part may be
substituted for the viola.
With such favourites as “Home on the Range”, “Arkansas Traveller” and “The Yellow Rose
of Texas”, these Cowboy Songs will be a hit with young string players.

• Colourful illustrations

Fiddle Tunes: Irish Music for Strings

Concert Pieces for Cello and Piano

BA 8145

Christoph Sassmannshaus

This new collection for young string players evokes the well-known tradition of Irish fiddle music
as well as the Emerald Isle’s dark lush countryside. Cleverly arranged so that all parts share the
limelight Fiddle Tunes is a fun way to start ensemble playing.

BA 9695
A collection for young cellists playing their first concerts, this edition contains 18 easy-to-learn
pieces, of easy to medium difficulty, from the Baroque, Classical and Romantic periods including
Dvorák’s “Humoresque”, Mendelssohn Bartholdy’s “Song without Words”, Fauré’s “Berceuse”
and “The Swan” by Camille Saint-Saëns.

DOUBLE BASS
Concert Pieces for Double Bass and Piano
Holger Sassmannshaus and J. Peter Close
BA 9696
This collection is aimed at young double bass players who wish to start performing in public and
contains 19 concert pieces, which are easy to rehearse yet sound effective, from the Baroque,
Classical and Romantic periods.  In addition there are newly composed pieces by the Polish bass
player Boguslaw Furtok (*1967).

STRINGS

STRINGS

CELLO

Indian Chants for Strings
BA 9402
With Indian songs from different regions, this collection leads “young” string quartets into
unusual geographical and musical territories.
These rhythmical pieces are easy to play and the distinctive melodies lend a very special flavour.
They can also be successfully used in teaching mixed string groups in schools.  Whether they are
used individually in teaching or concerts, or as a set, they will add welcome variety.

Merry Christmas for Strings
BA 8140
Every land and region has its favourite Christmas songs and carols. These are usually played
though, for the most part, in the country from which they originate. It is always nice to get to
know songs of other places and with these 11 effective arrangements we can experience the
atmosphere of Christmas as celebrated in other regions.

Mexican Hat Dance for Strings
BA 8141
What would a fiesta be without the “Mexican Hat Dance”!  This edition contains simple
arrangements of the most famous melodies from Mexico and form an ideal introduction to
ensemble playing.
With rhythmically lively renditions of “La Cucaracha”, “Cielito Lindo” and “El Jarobe Tapatio”,
Mexican Hat Dance will be a hit with young string players.

Tango for Strings
BA 9415
Tangos for Strings are suitable for young string quartets as well as group string teaching or
string orchestras. The pieces lie well under the fingers, sound authentic and are subtly nuanced.
Musicians and teachers will enjoy them as much as listeners.
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RECORDER

Joe Jeremies
BA 8121 (playing score)
This collection of Christmas Carols contains nine easy arrangements for two descants and one
treble recorder.  It is ideal for home music-making at Christmas as well as for Recorder Ensembles
and for practical classroom work.

The English Dancing Master

FLUTE

Recorder (Flute) & Piano
John Playford

Classic Hits for 2 Flutes

BA 10609
Beginning in 1651, John Playford released a series of dance instructions with corresponding
melodies. After their initial success he named them “The Dancing Master” and they
incorporated traditional as well as new song themes of the day with powerful and memorable
Baroque melodies.

Elisabeth Weinzierl and Edmund Wächter,
BA 10613 (2 playing scores)
This edition includes a wealth of Classical and Romantic melodies in arrangements for
two flutes.

The most beautiful of these songs have been arranged here for descant or treble recorder
and piano accompaniment. Included, among others, are “Newcastle”, “Black and Gray”
and “Nobody’s Jigg”.

They stem from the 19th century and where necessary have been transposed into a more
suitable key and range for the flute. Due to the moderate difficulty they are well suited for
teaching purposes.

The arrangements include an optional part for a second flute.

The duets are based on melodies by Mozart, Weber, Haydn, Gluck, Beethoven, Schubert,
Schumann, Mendelssohn Bartholdy, Chopin, and others.

Flauto con spirito
Modern Grooves for Recorder Quartet
Moni Schönfelder
BA 10603 (score & parts)
In this edition Moni Schönfelder combines elements of pop music (rhythm, phrasing,
improvisation and groove) with the particularly light timbre of the recorder ensemble.
Her arrangements are rhythmically clear, structurally coherent and easy to master. In this way
recorder players can focus on rhythmical precision, phrasing and the collective “groove”.
The edition includes arrangements of pop songs as well as original compositions.

The Music of an Irish Harper
Recorder (Flute) & Piano
Turlough O’Carolan
BA 10608
Turlough O’Carolan (1670–1738) is considered the prototype of the travelling Irish harpist,
supplying his continually changing audience with new tunes and poignant stories. His melodies
which are steeped in Irish tradition have made him immortal. They have also had a lasting
influence on the development of Irish music. Many of his tunes have provided a basis for
thousands of later melodies.
This edition for descant or treble recorder and piano presents, among others, the following
pieces: “James Betagh Jig”, “Carolan’s Cup”, “Carolan’s Farewell to Music”, “Kitty Magennis”,
“Hewlett”, “Mr. O’Connor”, “Fanny Power”. The arrangements include an optional part for
a second flute.
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Christmas Carols for Three Recorders

WOODWIND

WOODWIND

Please see Bärenreiter’s website
www.baerenreiter.com for more
information on the individual editions,
cover illustrations, sample pages,
complete contents, and descriptive texts.

Flute Classics
Flute & Guitar
Berthold Kloss
BA 10610 (2 playing scores)
Mozart’s “Adagio”, Bach’s “Bourrée” and “Solveig’s Song” by Grieg are amongst this selection
of popular pieces set for flute and guitar. The flute plays the melody, and the guitar’s notated
chordal accompaniment provides harmonic and rhythmical structure while remaining light and
subtle.  Also pieces by Couperin, Haydn, Brahms, Smetana and Ravel.

CLARINET
Klezmer
Clarinet & Piano
Günter Voit
BA 10616
Because the clarinet is such an important instrument in klezmer music, these arrangements
unveil the full spectrum of the Ashkenazi-Jewish music-making in one fell swoop. The eight
pieces exemplify a multitude of dancing and singing styles, with small ornaments and playing
techniques to convey the distinctive flavour of this music.  The volume offers the possibility to
interpret the pieces in a variety of ways, also offering scope for personal expression.  The easily
playable piano part provides bold bass lines, typical harmonic progressions, countermelodies,
and a considerable number of embellishments.
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ENSEMBLE
Mel. I in Bb · Combocom · Tango


Mix 15and  match
your instruments

      Fine B 

 “... either one
of these collections
would provide a
treasure trove of
useful and refreshing
material to enliven
school ensemble
activity.”
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El Porteñito
Tango criollo
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Tang27o criollo
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Suggestions for instruments to be used:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Melody I in C
Melody I in Ba
Melody I in Ea
Melody II in C
Melody II in Ba
Melody II in Ea
Bass Part
With Piano Part and Guitar Chords in
the Score.

 El choclo / El Entreriano / Adiós
muchachos! / Derecho viejo / El Porteñito /
Bola prá frente / Momentos a dois / A media
luz / La guitarrita / Como se fosse um tango /
El día que me quieras

Balkan
Paul Hoorn (Arr.)
13 Arrangements for variable
instrumentation. Score with parts for
melody I (C/Ba/Ea), guitar, piano
and bass
BA 6700
 Rumenje / Two Walachian Dances /
Danas maiko ženiš svoga sina / Phirav
mange korkoro / Opa cupa / Kustino Oro /
Djurdjevdan and others
Blues
Berthold Kloss (Arr.)
16 Arrangements for variable
instrumentation. Score with parts for
melody I (C/Ba/Ea), guitar I, guitar II
and bass
BA 7668
 I Believe I’ll Dust My Broom /
Southbound / Going Up The Country /
Backwater Blues / Lone Wolf / Four Days
Creep and others
Django
Thomas König (Arr.)
11 Gypsy Swing Arrangements
in the style of Django Reinhardt and
Stéphane Grappelli. Score with parts for
melody (C and Ba), guitar I,
guitar II and bass
BA 7665
 Zigani / All Of Me / I’ve Found A
New Baby / Lulu Swing / Fuli Tschai /
Honeysuckle Rose /
Ziganotschka / Fis Torza / Romano /
Sweet Georgia Brown / Black Eyes
Djelem
Paul Hoorn (Arr.)
11 Arrangements of Gypsy Songs and
Dances. Score with parts for melody I
and II (C and Ba), bass and guitar chords
BA 7664
 Djelem, Djelem / Ando Verdan /
Romni / Doina - Hora - Sîrba / Užièko
Kolo / Nane Cocha / Sare Patrya / Na
Yanav Ko Dad M’ro Has and others
Irish
Bertold Breig (Arr.)
9 Arrangements for variable
instrumentation. Score with parts for
melody I (C, Ba), melody II in C (violin),
C (flute), Ba and violoncello/bass
BA 7670
 Sally Gardens / Roddy
McCorley / Drowsy Maggie /
Oh Danny Boy / Slievenamon /
Spancil Hill / The Town I Loved
So Well / Whiskey In The Jar / The
Irish Washerwoman
Kaffeehausmusik
Bertold Breig (Arr.)
7 Arrangements for variable
instrumentation. Score with parts for
melody I and II (C/Ba/Ea), piano,
bass and guitar chords
BA 7661

 Ich bin von Kopf bis Fuß ... /
Das Fräulein Gerda / Le Temps des
Cerises / Ich steh’ mit Ruth gut /
La Paloma / Humoreske /
Russischer Tango

ENSEMBLE

Arrangements for variable combinations

Klezmer
Henner Diederich (Arr.)
12 Arrangements for variable
instrumentation. Score with parts for
melody I and II (C and Ba), piano,
bass and guitar chords
BA 7660
 Di Mesinke ojsgegebn /
Di Tsimbl / Dos Lidl fun goldenem Land /
Frejlechs / Sherele / Jiddischer Tanz /
7 Uhr 40 / Un as der Rebbe lacht /
Das Zitrönchen and others
Salonmusik
Bertold Breig (Arr.)
6 Arrangements for variable
instrumentation. Score with parts for
melody I and II (C/Ba/Ea), piano,
bass and guitar chords
BA 7666
 Salut d’amour / Spanischer Tanz /
Jalousie / Heinzelmännchens Wachtparade
/ Barcarole / Die Fledermaus (Potpourri)
Samba-Salsa-Son
Jean Kleeb (Arr.)
9 Arrangements for variable
instrumentation. Score with parts for
melody I and II (C/Ba/Ea), piano,
bass and guitar chords
BA 7662
 Goza mi mambo / Sambinha 1 /
Mulher Rendeira / Tico-tico no fubá /
Tango in B min / Tango in G min
and others
Spirituals
Graham Buckland (Arr.)
12 Arrangements for variable
instrumentation. Score with parts in C /
Ba / Ea / F
BA 6699
Zydeco – Cajun
Rolf Schwarzien (Arr.)
15 Arrangements for variable
instrumentation. Score with parts
for melody I and II (C/Ba/Ea),
accordion, bass and percussion
BA 7667
 Acadian Two Step / Les filles du
Canada / Lacassine Special / Jolie blonde
/ Perodin Two Step / Crowley Two Step /
Petits yeux noirs / Chère ici, chère là-bas
/ Don’t Mess With My Toot Toot / Don’t
Cry No More / Zydeco Boogaloo / Fais
Do-Do / Lucille / Cryin‘ Squeezebox /
Lees marins de la Nouvelle France
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CHORAL

Please see Bärenreiter’s website
www.baerenreiter.com for more
information on the individual editions,
cover illustrations, sample pages,
complete contents, and descriptive texts.

NOTEBOOKS

Christmas a cappella

Bärenreiter Notes

for mixed choir (SATB)
Graham Buckland

BA 8100
BA 8100-17

Mozart red
Satie pink

BA 7573
The most-loved Christmas carols for any choir!

• A student lesson book

Not all Christmas music is the same. Christians in Europe have always used music in ever
new forms and mediums of performance to express their joy at Christmas.  Christmas a
cappella embraces England to the Czech Republic, encompassing music from Gregorian chant
to popular songs, Unison songs and canons are just as likely to be found as traditional four-part
harmonies or new arrangements for up to twelve voices.

• A general note book

More than 170 titles, mostly in 3 to 4 parts, can be learnt easily and quickly with texts in the
original language underlaid with singable English and/or German translations.

Format: A 6
(10.5 cm x 14.8 cm /
4.1 inches x 5.8 inches)
32 pages · binding: stapled

• A gift

Notes

Notes
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

Christmas for female voices

........................................................................................
........................................................................................

female chorus (SA) & piano
Graham Buckland

........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

BA 7598

........................................................................................
........................................................................................

This collection includes popular Christmas melodies in traditional as well as more popular
settings from many countries around the world including USA, UK, France, Germany, Austria,
Poland and the Czech Republic.

........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

All pieces are arranged for two female voice parts with a piano accompaniment but a third
optional voice part is also included in many cases. This edition presents one of the most
comprehensive collections of Christmas choral settings for female voices.
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64 Spirituals a cappella

www.baerenreiter.com

The Musicians’ Choice

for mixed choir (SATB to 10 parts)
Graham Buckland
BA 7574
Spirituals and gospels are booming - the number of gospel choirs, workshops and concerts
are increasing all over the world. However, repertoire for several voices which is not too difficult
yet sounds good is hard to find.
This new collection offers a treasure trove of the most beautiful gospel and spiritual
numbers which every choir will want to sing over again and again (“ Go down Moses”,
“Amen”, “Michael row the boat ashore”, “Rock my soul”, “This little light of me” and
“The Gospel train”).

My Progress
Music Lesson Book
14.8 cm x 21 cm. 36 pages
BA 9670
Contains alternating pages with musical staves and regular writing lines. Inserted is a page with
20 stickers in colour.

The arrangements are varied in character and the melody moves through the different voice
parts.  The scoring ranges from simple four-part writing to sonorous ten-part textures.  
The texts are in English.
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